This prospectus should leave you wondering, imagining
and excited about the journey our students are on. It
introduces you to, and is designed to give you an outline
of life at Gladstone Primary School.
It lets you know about our school and conveys to you the
hopes we have for your children and conjures up
something of the complexity and energy of the
experience that is life at our school. We trust you will find
it informative and relevant. Welcome to Gladstone
Primary School!
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GLADSTONE’S ESSENCE

MISSION – “Passionately preparing people for life”

TEACHING BELIEFS

OUR KIDS WILL LEAVE WITH

 To be caring sharing Learners

 A grounding in the academic basics

 To be independent Learners

 A thirst for Knowledge and a curiosity about life – be
ambitious

 To develop a love of Learning

 A strong set of personal beliefs; and respect for self,
others and property

 To value the skills of effort and perseverance and the
pursuit of foundation knowledge

 A positive, optimistic and confident attitude
 A comfort with risk, yet patient with challenges
 Effective communication and collaboration skills
 Compassion, honesty, initiative, be trustworthy
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GLADSTONE PRIMARY SCHOOL
TEACHING BELIEFS

“Passionately Preparing People for Life”
1. To be caring sharing Learners
We encourage our students to appreciate the need to think and be sensitive and respectful of others. Our learning
environment is supportive and clean; organised and safe. Unless students feel safe, secure and happy in a
positive environment, and have the know how to achieve set tasks, both learning and teaching will be difficult. We
will:
 Develop clear expectations with students of the daily programme.
 Make use of the whiteboard or task boards to ensure all students know what is expected of them so they
can be encouraged to work independently either as individuals or in groups.
 Begin each day outlining the day’s tasks and end with a reflective period to ensure students leave with
learning on their mind.
 Utilise a three step planning format in all lessons:
1. An introduction to outline expectations.
2. Focused group or class tasks.
3. A wrap up session to discuss main points or to share learning goals.
 Ensure Literacy and Numeracy follow agreed expectations.
 Ensure room environment reflects the important messages the school is focusing on: goal setting, explicit
criteria for tasks and processes involved for creative tasks, and a range of student quality work across the
curriculum.
 For topic studies display a study heading, student questions (possibly prior ideas) finished work and
possibly a class evaluation of what they learnt, where appropriate.
 Recognise positive behaviour of any students and ensure all are aware of the schools “Stepping Up”
Behaviour programme.
 Encourage students to take ownership of their choices – if things go wrong encourage them to consider
what they could do next time.
 Value the ethnicity and cultural background of all our students.
2. To be independent Learners
Students will be encouraged to develop an intrinsic desire to learn and to take a growing responsibility for their
own actions, set their own goals, take risks, evaluate their progress and be independent thinkers. Students will be
taught a range of strategies enabling them to make the right choices and to set goals and to self assess their own
progress so as to ‘be the best they can be’. We will:
 Help students set realistic achievement goals.
 Ensure students know what is expected in any task and are aware of the procedures involved in any
learning task.
 Teach appropriate strategies and skills in realistic settings for all tasks.
 Introduce agreed thinking strategies across the school.
 Negotiate with the class criteria for tasks and encourage students to assess their own work and set their
own improvement goals.
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 Encourage students to reflect on what they have done (successful or otherwise) and to consider what
they might do next time.
 Encourage students to take learning risks in all areas of learning, to have a go, and to see mistakes as
learning opportunities.
 Ensure students can: devise questions, plan and present a study of their own choice as a demonstration
of ‘learning how to learn’ ability.
 Ensure students are aware of how to present their work whether on a chart or in bookwork by teaching
explicit visual presentation skills.
 Encourage all students to set and self assess their own goals and to indicate areas for improvement.
3. To develop a love of Learning
We recognise and encourage the potential in all students. Learning programmes that are stimulating, fun, positive
and child centred are valued and students are encouraged to ‘have a go’ at new experiences. Positive, realistic
and appropriate feedback is given. Powerful, rich learning experiences to challenge students are needed to
inspire them to ‘be the best they can be’. We will:
 Keep in mind in all teaching the Vision of the school.
 Plan collaboratively a range of rich topics for the class to study to ensure all students gain success in the
big ideas or strands of the curriculum.
 Develop and maintain a partnership with the parents and keep them informed.
 Make use of agreed planning formats to simplify planning.
 Involve the students in: planning activities, setting task goals and developing criteria, so they can develop
‘ownership’ and self assess their efforts when appropriate.
 Ensure programmes where possible reflect/integrate Maori culture.
 Integrate Learning Areas as appropriate.
 Make use of an Interactive Approach, making use of student’s questions and prior ideas and then to
challenge them to elaborate their views.
 Integrate aspects of Information Technology as appropriate.
4. To value the skills of effort and perseverance and the pursuit of foundation knowledge
Students gain pride from their sustained efforts and achievement, with foundation skills firmly in place to enable
students to take advantage of their future opportunities. Numeracy and Literacy will be our first priority. We will:






Ensure level benchmarks set in literacy and numeracy foundation skills are achieved.
Identify students at risk and refer them to receive special targeted help.
Put in practice agreed literacy and numeracy programmes.
Put into place agreed presentation expectations for book and chart work.
To implement the schools expectations re: ESOL students and to ensure new parents feel welcome and
their concerns addressed.
 Encourage students not to rush their work but to work carefully with effort knowing quality is more
important than quantity.
 Plan tasks within the ability of students or teach necessary skills beforehand.
 Scaffold any help necessary to ensure students gain success – to break tasks down to understandable
steps until learning is in place.
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WHO ARE WE?

Our School Community
 Decile 9 (ranked from 1-10, with 10 being highest in socio
economic factors)
 Diverse cultural, social and economic backgrounds
 Over 33 ethnic groups:
59% European
23% Asian (incl all Asian nationalities - Chinese,Indian etc)
9% Pacific Island
5% Maori
 High degree of interest and involvement in our school from
parents and community

Board of Trustees
 Comprising of 5 elected parent representatives
and up to 4 co-opted members
 Responsible for school governance ie: policy
 Meets at 7.00pm – on a Wednesday in the
Staffroom (reminder dates advised via
newsletter). Visitors welcome
 Meetings include a “Curriculum presentation”
by staff and a “Student Presentation” by
specific year levels
 Contact can be made with the Chairperson, via
the School Office

Support Services
 Speech Language Therapists
 Resource Teachers of Learning & Behaviour
 Coordinated by our Director of Guidance &
Support. Contact can be made directly to her or
via classroom teachers if you require further
information

Our People
 Contributing Primary from Year 1 – 6 (5 – 11 yrs)
 900 enthusiastic motivated and delightful students:
“For some, a large school may automatically spell a reduction in
the intimacy or care of your child and therefore their Gladstone
experience. However we believe this is not the case. We know
that the culture of an environment is not simply a product of its
numbers or lack of them. The primary focus of pastoral care at
primary school level is the classroom and provided that we can
continue to source effective teachers who are committed to our
ways, there is every reason to suppose that we will maintain our
enviable reputation for providing a caring, holistic and innovative
education”.
 A significant advantage we have over many other primary
schools is the access our students have to numerous
specialist teaching staff e.g. PE, Specialist Support Staff
e.g. Guidance Support, Learning Assistants.

Our School itself
 36 classrooms
 Music Room
 Hall/Gym
 TV and Sound Studio
 Two Astro turfed Courts
 Three Adventure Playgrounds
 Guidance Suite
 Native Garden & Board Walk area
 Swimming Pool
 Basketball, Netball & Tennis Courts
 Purpose built New Entrant Rooms and Courtyard/Play areas
 Fields for soccer/rugby/athletics track
 Outdoor Discovery Centre
 Two Open Air Gymnasium

Gladstone Community Group
 Meets at 7.30pm second Wednesday of each
month in the staffroom. Visitors welcome
 Assists the school in a myriad of ways with
fundraising and “people power support”
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STAY IN TOUCH
Office
The office hours are
8.15am – 4.00pm

Class Facebook Page
Keep involved with your childs
class by joining their closed group

Open Door Policy
 Communication is vital!
 Come in and make an appointment if
there is anything you want to discuss
with us
 8.30am or 3.00pm is not generally a
good time to try and speak to a
teacher as this is one of the busiest
times of their day

Emergencies
We require the following:
 Home phone number
 Work phone number
 Mobile phone number (if you have one)
 Two emergency numbers of other people
 Any Custody details
 Please advise us immediately, of any
changes to this information

Visiting School / Helping Class
 All visitor’s wear an ID Badge to
allow them to be on school
property – collect one from the
office upon arrival
 We welcome Parent Helpers;
speak to a Teacher if keen!
Parent Conferences
 Twice a year you, your child and
your child’s teacher review progress
and set goals

School APP
Information about school and
class events and activities are
regularly posted on the school
APP
Mini School & Class Letters
Come out at the beginning of every term
to all parents/caregivers. This will detail
any trips/special events for the term and
the topic the class is focussing on, along
with any other general information
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KEEPING SAFE AND HEALTHY
Medical Room
If your child comes to the Medical
Room we will respond to their
needs, and if necessary call you to
collect them

Medical Condition
If your child has a medical
condition please tell us

Arriving at School Late or Leaving Early
Report to Reception  If a student arrives late
 If a student is leaving school during the
day. A Student Pass will then be
issued.
 No children are to leave the school
grounds during the day unless a note
has been received or pass issued

Crossing Roads
Get to school safely! There are crossings on
Carrington Rd and Seaview Tce staffed
before and after school

Healthy Food and Drink
 Lots of healthy food –
children can eat as much as
they need at break times
 Children are encouraged to
drink water throughout the
day – bring a named drink
bottle everyday
 The School Tuckshop is
open Wednesday to Friday;
all orders to be placed before
school at Hall Kitchen area

Sunhats
Children need to wear
sunhats in Terms 1 and
4

Evacuation/Emergency Procedures
These are practised every term – all
children know where the evacuation
area is ie. main field. This is
displayed in every room

Being Fit and Healthy
Abundant opportunities for participation in sporting and other physical activities
enable the physical development and the competitive and collaborative skills of
our students to flourish. As fitness improves, self-esteem and leadership
potential blossom – both on and off the field. Along the way we encourage
students to understand and appreciate each other’s strengths and limitations,
and to discover the feeling of goodwill and camaraderie that results from a
game well played and a physical challenge overcome

Walking Buses
Walk to and from school in safety
on one of our four walking buses
Zippy / Rocket / Millipede/ Super
Sprout

NO SMOKING
All our buildings and grounds are
NO SMOKING areas, at all times!

The Gladstone Way
All our children have the right to feel secure and happy at school. We
have a programme that provides clear guidelines and management
strategies. This ensures a school wide, consistent and effective
programme operates! Bullying is not tolerated in any form and the
rewarding of good behaviour or work is positively endorsed as often
as possible. Our behaviour plan is based on a restorative approach.

Three Adventure Playgrounds
One for Yr 1-2 by the Library, one
for Yr 3-6 on the field and a third
Yr 1-6. Children are taught to play
safely

School Access
Via three entrances:
 Carrington Rd
 Seaview Tce
 Monaghan Ave

“Passionately preparing people for life”
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FOOD PREPARATION INVOLVEMENT
Classes can be involved in the preparation and making of food as part of the classroom programmes. They learn
many things when doing this, e.g. reading recipes, health and hygiene, measurement, cooperative skills and taking
turns, technology, writing predictions, making scientific observations, discussion about cultural differences and
similarities etc.
For your child to take part in this they must have your permission and we must be notified of any concerns you may
have.

STUDENT INTERNET USAGE
At Gladstone Primary School we are using the technology of the Internet and email as a tool to aid children’s learning.
We are aware that on the World Wide Web there are inappropriate materials that can be accessed by anyone.
At our school the students will only use the Internet with teacher guidance and supervision.

LOST PROPERTY
Each class has a Lost Property Box in their room, as well as the main Lost Property area on the mezzanine floor of the
Hall. When Lost Property is found it is initially put in the box of the classroom where the property was found, or where
it was closest to. All Lost Property is displayed in the central piazza every even Friday from 2.30 – 3.30pm. Unclaimed
property is donated to a charitable organisation.

STUDENT’S PROPERTY
All clothing worn to school should be clearly named. This includes footwear, swimming togs, towels and clothing for
physical education lessons. Student’s stationery should also be clearly named.

MONEY AND SPECIAL TOYS
Money should not be brought to school unless specifically required for school activities. Special toys are best left at
home, as accidents do sometimes happen.
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Homestudy

Schoolwide Major Events







All children have
homework: reading,
spelling, basic
arithmetic or activities
related to the
classroom programme
Teachers will advise
parents at the
beginning of each year
of these expectations

These vary Year to Year

Academic Support & Extension
Programmes


Literacy Numeracy and Thinking Skills
We will focus on the development of literacy,
numeracy and cognitive thinking skills –
providing each child with the strongest of
foundations for their future learning. Some
students need extra time and attention to
support their learning, while others have special
talents in particular areas of endeavour which
need to be fostered and encouraged



Gifted & Talented
- Cluster Classes
- Choir
- Sports Academy
- Band
Guidance & Support Unit
- ESOL in class support
- Learning Support
 Junior School
 Middle School
 Senior School

Special Programmes
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Values and Social Skills
Options
Recreation
- Sports
- Outdoor
Pursuits/Camps
Developmental
Extra Curricular Activities
(ECA’s)
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DISCOVERY PROGRAMMES
Part of the success of Gladstone Primary School has been the wide range of ‘other programmes’ on offer. These
cover Options, Recreation, ECA’s etc. Most staff are involved in these and are able to offer a programme related to
their interests and strengths. Options is a wider curriculum based programme.
The Recreation programme is solely: Sports and Games. More information is available from the Associate
Principal/Director of Sports and Recreation who is responsible for these programmes.

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
We want to provide our students with as many different experiences as possible. Therefore all staff are expected to
provide extra curricular activities for children either as a lunchtime club, or after school activity or weekend sport. The
Associate Principal co-ordinates these activities and children are encouraged to participate.
In the past such activities have been:
Various clubs: Chess, Art, Reading, Cross-Stitch, Newspaper, Computers, Recorder, Drawing, Nature Force,
Homework
Sports: Indoor Soccer, Tennis, Touch Rugby, Auskick, Netball, Basketball, Hockey
Cultural activities: Hip Hop, Drama, Dance etc

FITNESS
During the year all students are involved in fitness programmes on a daily basis as part of Health and Physical
Wellbeing. All children are to wear shorts/trackpants and T-shirt at Fitness times.

HIGH ABILITY &
GUIDANCE & SUPPORT UNIT (G & S)
These are exciting areas for teachers to focus on. When a strong developmental, interactive programme operates,
there is considerable opportunity for extension, challenge and quality learning for the able student and recovery work
for the less able.
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SCHOOL TEACHING PROGRAMMES
Schools are facing new challenges in providing for the learning needs of their students and we aim to give all our
students a strong background in all Seven Essential Learning areas whilst developing the five “Key Competencies” as
specified in the revised New Zealand National Curriculum.
Nurturing young lives is an awesome responsibility and one that we take seriously. Ensuring that the children in our
care are well prepared to engage with life as contributing citizens of the 21 st century, able to communicate and
negotiate, to think critically and to live life with dignity, care and compassion, is not only our responsibility, but also our
delight.
The Seven Learning Areas are:








Health and Physical Well-being (Physical Education, EOTC, Health)
Social Studies
Science
English
The Arts (Visual, Dance & Drama)
Technology (Materials & ICT)
Mathematics

The five Key Competencies are:






Managing Self
Relating to Others
Participating and Contributing
Thinking
Using Language, Symbols and Text

Managing Self





Self motivation, a ‘can do’ attitude
The ability to establish personal goals, make plans, set
high standards for oneself
Students knowing who they are, where they come from
and where they fit in

Relating to others



Interacting effectively with a diverse range of people in a
variety of contexts

Participating and
Contributing



Participating actively in local, national and global
communities

Thinking



Using creative critical and reflective processes to make
sense and question information, experiences and ideas.
Intellectual curiosity is at the heart of this competency


Using language, symbols
and texts
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Working with and making meaning of the codes in which
knowledge is expressed
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SCHOOL LIFE

Student Council

School Day




School starts at 8.45am and ends at
3.00pm
OSCAR Before School Care
7.30am – 8.30am
OSCAR After School Care
3.00pm – 6.00pm

Comprised of student Reps for
each Yr 4-6 class

Assemblies

Houses





Assemblies are on Fridays at
9.00am. Visitors encouraged.
Please come along!

House Captains






The leaders of our School
Year 6 students
Two for each of the Four
House Groups

Awards & Certificates
Prizegiving
Year 6 Graduation




All children and staff are
attached to a House:
o Rimu
o Totara
o Kowhai
o Kauri
Siblings are placed in
same House group
Points awarded

We constantly affirm and praise

Library
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All classes visit as a whole class
Open every lunchtime
Book Club operates
All students (Yr 1-6) use a Book
Bag to carry books from school to
home and back
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BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMME
HELD IN THE SCHOOL HALL
OSCAR - Post & Pre School Care: Hours are: 7.30am to 8.30am and 3.00pm to 6.00pm
NB: Any child who arrives at school before 8.15am must go to OSCAR so they can be supervised, as
classrooms are not open until 8.20am.
A Holiday Programme is also run during all school holidays. Notices will be sent out prior to the term holiday.
If children have not been collected at 3pm, you will be contacted by the school office. They are then taken to OSCAR
where they can be supervised and parents are able to collect them from the school hall. There may be a charge for
this depending on the length of stay. For safety reasons we do not allow children to stand outside the school grounds
to wait.
If parents/caregivers have any concerns about this programme they need to be directed to OSCAR staff.

ASSEMBLIES
Our Assemblies are most Fridays. These are one of the most important aspects of the corporate life of the school. It
is a time when a large group come together to celebrate successes, share talents and to participate actively and
enthusiastically in cultural activities. Parents/caregivers are encouraged to attend.
Certificates are presented and one class is responsible for the running of the assembly and for presenting an item.
Certificate/award winners and their parents are informed by the classroom teacher prior to assembly.
MINI SCHOOL ASSEMBLIES
Mini School Assemblies are held on a fortnightly basis.

AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES
In recognition of appropriate attitude, participation, contribution, effort, improvement and achievement during the year,
students will receive awards and certificates.
In the main these include:





Sports Certificates – participation in Zone, Special and Champion of Champions tournaments
Activity Certificates – participation in Mathex, Science Week, Exhibitions, Competitions, NSW tests etc
Achievement Certificates – Noteworthy achievements in any curriculum areas
Assembly Certificates – each week teachers are able to give two students a special assembly certificate.
These are given out in assembly by the Principal. Students need to see these certificates as recognition of a
very significant standard of work, behaviour and effort. Certificate winners sit on the seats at the front of the
hall during assembly.
 Music, Physical Education and The Gladstone Way Awards are given to a class each week.
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BOOK BAGS
All children must have a “Book Bag” which they take home daily and bring back to school. Notices and
Communications for parents will also go home in this bag. Parents please remember to check these.

BOOK CLUB
These pamphlets are sent home approximately once per term. Optional orders are able to be made online.

GLADSTONE TV
GTV broadcasts daily from The Studio (Rm 17) under the leadership of the Communications Manager. Year 6
students present the news at the beginning of the day. In addition to news, GTV is used as a medium to advertise
school wide expectations and special events.

HOUSES
All students and staff are members of a House Group (Totara – Blue / Kowhai – Yellow / Rimu – Red / Kauri – Green.
Each week at assembly the winning House is announced and their House flag is flown for the week. Houses compete
together in swimming sports, athletics, fitness and many other areas around the school.

HOUSE CAPTAINS
Eight Year 6 students are selected as House Captains (two for each House, one male, one female) each year. They
attend a “Leadership Forum” at the beginning of each year with staff members where leadership skills and traits are
focussed on. They have numerous roles across the school and this is coordinated by one of our Associate Principals.

LIBRARY
The Library is situated at the end of the main classroom block and is used extensively for lessons and recreational
reading. All students are encouraged to get books out to read for pleasure and for research. It is an integral part of
the school providing the basis for all resource-based learning and reading within Gladstone.
Classes are timetabled to visit the Library on a weekly basis. Students are encouraged to use the Library for
independent study during school time. The Library is open to all students during the lunch break from 12.55 – 1.40pm.
All books are issued for a period of two weeks. Once a book is issued to an individual student, it becomes the
responsibility of the student regardless of whether or not the book is taken home. Overdue book lists will be issued
during fortnightly Library times.
Students with books outstanding for longer than two weeks (four weeks from date of issue) will receive a ‘final overdue
notice’. This notice will be sent home.
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LUNCH TIME
Lunch time is from 12.40pm – 1.35pm. The students eat their lunch outside (or inside if wet) until 12.55pm. Lunch
eating time is supervised by Learning Assistants and Teachers. Class lunch time sports, lunch time ECA clubs and
sports teams practice all start at 12.55pm and end at 1.30pm.

JUNIOR (Yr 0-2) SENIOR (Yr 3-6)
PRIZE GIVING
The Annual Prize Giving ceremonies are held in the school hall in the last week of term 4 and all classes and staff
members attend this ceremony. A personal invitation is sent home to parents/caregivers of those students who
receive certificates or awards. Representatives from the Board of Trustees and PTA are also invited and the entire
ceremony is compared by Year 6 Students.

SCHOOL DAY AND TIMETABLE
The School Day:
8.45 – 8.55
8.55 – 9.10
9.10 - 11.20
11.20 - 11.40
11.40 - 12.40
12.40 - 12.50
12.50 - 1.30
1.30 - 1.40
1.50 - 3.00

Start of School/Gladstone TV News. Assembly on Fridays 9.00-9.45am approx.
Fitness
In class
Interval
In class
Lunch Eating
Play
SSR
In class

STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council meets to discuss “school wide issues” and brainstorm ideas. Each of the eight Year 6 “House
Captains” are also members of the Student Council and specifically represent Year 6 as well. These children hold
fortnightly class/year level meetings and bring their ideas to the Student Council Meeting to share on behalf of their
class. Minutes are kept and fed back to the home class/year level via the school councillors. This is an exciting
opportunity for the children to develop the skills of initiative and responsibility.

YEAR 6 GRADUATION
Year 6 Graduation is held each year to mark the occasion of their graduation to Intermediate school and to celebrate
and acknowledge the successes they have had throughout their time at Gladstone Primary School.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
School Donation


Please pay your school donation.
This helps pay for all the extras
your children enjoy at school.
Eldest Child - per year $320
Siblings – per year $280 each child

Stationery



All children’s stationery is purchased by
parents
A list is sent home before the end of the
year or given out at the enrolment
interview

Term payments are:
$80 for Eldest Child
$70 for Siblings

Lost Property



Money




Money for trips etc should go into an
envelope labelled with your child’s
name and room number and given to
teachers
Any requests for money will be
forwarded to parents in writing with the
option to pay online using Kindo or
The Edge

School Charter
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Available online and in the
School Reception area
Contains the long term vision
and the specific annual plan
for the year



Each class has a Lost Property Box
Children are encouraged to look
after their own property
All clothing/personal gear to be
named

Carparking





Along Seaview Tce, Monaghan Ave and
Carrington Rd
No on-site parking is available
Check the “Parking Times” before
remaining there for some time otherwise
you may receive a ticket.
Please be aware of the Drop-Off Zones
outside the school on Seaview Tce and
Mongg
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